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"Intelligent psycho-thriller . . . the plot is ingenious, well-turned and never facile. A compulsive damp
Saturday afternoon read." - Observer

"Literate and enthralling . . . Far beyond the conventional mystery." - Hollywood Reporter

"I read with something like fascination this extraordinary book about a multiple murderer who accompanies
each corpse with a quotation from Blake." - Guardian

"[A] splendid story . . . a gripping thriller about lust and perversion." - Sunday Times (London)

A series of brutal and bizarre murders has London on edge. Near the dismembered corpse of each victim, the
killer has scrawled cryptic quotations from the eighteenth-century mystic poet William Blake. Baffled, the
police enlist the aid of Damon Reade, a brilliant but reclusive Blake scholar, who reluctantly agrees to help.
Reade's combination of instinctive deduction and psychic penetration leads him to Gaylord Sundheim, who
may be the murderer. But when Reade befriends Sundheim and becomes convinced he is incapable of having
committed the crimes, is he right and Sundheim innocent? Or is Reade falling into a clever psychopath's
deadly trap that could make him the next victim?

Colin Wilson (1931-2013) called The Glass Cage (1966) "perhaps my own favourite among my novels".
Both a page-turning serial killer mystery and an exploration of Wilson's philosophical ideas, The Glass Cage
was praised by critics on its original appearance and remains just as gripping and compulsively readable
today. This edition, the first since 1978, includes a new introduction by Geoff Ward.
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From reader reviews:

Frank Lach:

Book is to be different per grade. Book for children until adult are different content. As you may know that
book is very important usually. The book The Glass Cage had been making you to know about other
understanding and of course you can take more information. It is rather advantages for you. The reserve The
Glass Cage is not only giving you far more new information but also being your friend when you truly feel
bored. You can spend your own spend time to read your publication. Try to make relationship together with
the book The Glass Cage. You never really feel lose out for everything when you read some books.

Ezra Talbott:

Reading a book to be new life style in this yr; every people loves to read a book. When you read a book you
can get a wide range of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your knowledge, because
book has a lot of information into it. The information that you will get depend on what types of book that
you have read. If you need to get information about your study, you can read education books, but if you
want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, this kind of us novel, comics, along with soon. The The Glass
Cage will give you new experience in studying a book.

George Eichner:

This The Glass Cage is new way for you who has fascination to look for some information given it relief
your hunger of knowledge. Getting deeper you in it getting knowledge more you know or else you who still
having small amount of digest in reading this The Glass Cage can be the light food in your case because the
information inside this kind of book is easy to get by simply anyone. These books acquire itself in the form
that is reachable by anyone, yep I mean in the e-book type. People who think that in publication form make
them feel sleepy even dizzy this publication is the answer. So there is absolutely no in reading a publication
especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for a person. So , don't miss it! Just
read this e-book style for your better life in addition to knowledge.

Stephen Morgan:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you might have it in e-
book way, more simple and reachable. This kind of The Glass Cage can give you a lot of pals because by
you taking a look at this one book you have matter that they don't and make an individual more like an
interesting person. This book can be one of one step for you to get success. This publication offer you
information that maybe your friend doesn't understand, by knowing more than other make you to be great
folks. So , why hesitate? Let's have The Glass Cage.
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